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By the Silverton Ace Reporter “Scoop”

ACROSS the CONTINENT

Got a problem ? Let the Red Mountain Jail cure
it for you. We swing with the times up here.
Folks, its two cold up thar in Alaskie & that Sarah has all the angles covered so that dastardly
Richardson Gang of gold theivin’ & DW stealin’ rascals has skedaddled way across the vast
spaces of Canada & ended up clear the ways into New York State!
Theyz traveled by night & snuck over the CN lines bribin’ the
despatchers with DW’s to clear the way. Trouble was our trusty posse
was right behind the Outlaw & he was sweatin’ more than a hog in a
Swedish steam bath.
Maybe these “Eastener’s” have a place to melt down that “Fourteener”
gold nugget?
Did I say nugget, I did, well its bigger than a whoretoemobile so yaz
know its hard to hide so that Outlaw need to be extra sneaky, but
shucks, we all noz that already don’t we?
Well, our whorenorabble Sheriff has
kin in deez parts & he’s got help to
corner them dispickable desperados &
theyz got long barrel muskets at the
ready should there be a shoot-out.
Let me tell yaz the Murphy family
comes from a long line of peace makers, why his mum & dad had a
piece each, mum a double barrel & dad a W.M.D. & their guns were
pretty big too.
Now let me tell you folks our “Sub-Standard” gang are here in
Sickandinky NY ready to report on things. Yep, yaz kin trust us
to check out the beers, the girls & of coor’s we’ll be checkin’ out the escapades & be bringin’ the
news of “The Great Train Chase” right into your livin’ rooms favorite armchair fer reading.
This paper has a reputation & we aim to keep it this way so our nixt issue will have all the
latest adventures of Miss Chief & Hol Arity.
But there has been sum exciting other news we need to report – see page 2. (turn this one over)
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MOVIE MAKERS COME TO SILVERTON
Hot diggity-dog, theyz gone & done yet
another flicker film around our old town !
“Silverton the Movie” has been filmed while
our famous “little Folk” have been touring &
Snappy & Scoop returned home for a time to
get with Steven Spillbeer the director who
cast a number of the girls from “you-know-where” as
well as some of our townsfolk.
Colin Allcarz got a new police pursuit vehicle, Laura
Norder had her saloon filled every night with the mob
& they shot a shoot-out right out front of the Noname
City Saloon with the pesky mixikans as the bad guys
along with Willy Hackett, Kenny Makeit, Matt Schtick
as support crooks.
Amanda Love & Alma Nightlong rode (well it’s the best
word I could use) the platform of the photographers car & the whore’ll town came
down to the depot along with the “Singing Hobo’s” & the DW truck to make a
great send-off of the Silverton Flyer which stared in the movie. Chester
Draws, Hugh Jass, Holly Day, Ella Mentry, Edna May & May Knot, Estelle
Hertz, Ava Norty, Aldo Anything, Anita Mann, Ophilia Payne, Natalie Drest,
the twins – Diana Drink & Anita Drink from the hotel, Annie Body, Diana
Mite, Biff Schteck, Brandon Irons, Fanny O’rear, Harry Carrie who was a
stuntman, Hugh Morris, Ida Clair, Irene Dover, Joy Ryder, Jack Tupp was the
injuneer repairin’ things & Woody DeWitt helped him, Olivia Klozov &
Sharon Cox did the make-up, Lee King & Rufus Leakin did the plumbing with
Phyllis Upp helping, Bill Bord helped with advertising along with Page
Turner, & Stew Pidd was best-boy.
And dare was lots of udders in it too.
Heaven Elphiss & Oliver Sudden had Animas Airways filming from
above too. Oh it was an event worth seeing. The movie has been
released – well something that bad can’t be kept hidden for long - &
its showing around the world as we go to print.
It was like a “Mad Chatters Tea Party” but DW’s replaced cups of tea.
Everyone was in it ceptin’ the most famous who are chasing the
outlaw so the film was graded just a “B” movie!
Fun, frivolity & fairdinkum laughter filled the valley during the
filming which was dun in “LASH-O-VISION” which is breast viewing.
If you haven’t seen the movie & slide show then your missing out!

And remember – there’s always sumtin’ hapnin’ in Silverton.

Next paper has the update on The Great Chase.
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